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A B S T R A C T   

Conventional drug development strategies typically use pocket in protein structures as drug-target sites. They 
overlook the plausible effects of protein evolvability and resistant mutations on protein structure which in turn 
may impair protein-drug interaction. In this study, we used an integrated evolution and structure guided strategy 
to develop potential evolutionary-escape resistant therapeutics using receptor binding domain (RBD) of SARS- 
CoV-2 spike-protein/S-protein as a model. Deploying an ensemble of sequence space exploratory tools 
including co-evolutionary analysis and deep mutational scans we provide a quantitative insight into the 
evolutionarily constrained subspace of the RBD sequence-space. Guided by molecular simulation and structure 
network analysis we highlight regions inside the RBD, which are critical for providing structural integrity and 
conformational flexibility. Using fuzzy C-means clustering we combined evolutionary and structural features of 
RBD and identified a critical region. Subsequently, we used computational drug screening using a library of 1615 
small molecules and identified one lead molecule, which is expected to target the identified region, critical for 
evolvability and structural stability of RBD. This integrated evolution-structure guided strategy to develop 
evolutionary-escape resistant lead molecules have potential general applications beyond SARS-CoV-2.   

1. Introduction 

Covid-19 has emerged as the worst pandemic [1] of recent times with 
catastrophic impacts on human lives and global economy [2]. Many 
countries have already experienced unprecedented escalation of Covid- 
19 infections, and the emergence of different variants of concerns has 
been a continuing problem [3–7]. Although global vaccination efforts 
have been ramped up, the immune-escape variants of SARS-CoV-2 with 
increased infectivity can be a bottleneck towards developing therapeutic 
and preventive strategies [8–13]. In the recent past different variants of 
concerns (e.g. alpha, beta, delta) had resulted in successive episodes of 
rapid infection in major parts of the world [14]. More recently emerged 
SARS-CoV-2 Omicron variant with higher infectivity rates is a global 
concern [15,16]. The evolutionary process leading to the emergence of 
new variants of a disease related protein would allow it to potentially 
evade the action of drugs as well as vaccine induced antibodies. As a 

result, better understanding of the evolutionary trends of escape-variant 
emergence and accordingly restructuring current therapeutic protocol 
could be a promising way to have a solution of many diseases, including 
Covid-19 [17]. 

For Covid-19 majority of the therapeutic strategies are aimed at 
blocking the virus entry into the host cells [18], which is primarily 
driven by the SARS-CoV-2 spike (S) protein through its interaction with 
the angiotensin-converting enzyme 2 (ACE2) [18–24]. ACE2 receptors 
are located at the outer membranes of cells in the lungs, arteries, heart, 
kidney, and intestines. The coronavirus entry into the host cell is a 
complex process, which involves multiple processing stages of the 
homo-trimeric S-Protein [21,22] (comprised of S1 and S2 subunit in 
each monomer). 

The S-Protein undergoes structural reorganization to allow the fusion 
of the viral membrane with the host cell [25–28] using its receptor 
binding domain (RBD). Receptor binding destabilizes the pre-fusion 
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Fig. 1. A representation of SARS-CoV-2 Spike protein monomer and the selection logistics of the protein segment. (A) In the monomeric Spike protein. Here RBD has 
been highlighted as blue whereas rest part of the Spike monomer is indicated by pink colour. (B) The RBD, which is a 273 amino acid, segment stretching from the 
residue 319 to 591 in the S-protein. 

Fig. 2. A flowchart of the integrated evolution and structure guided workflow as discussed in this manuscript. The proposed workflow has two components: first, the 
identification of a critical region of RBD based on a combination of evolutionary and structural studies (pink); and second, a druggability assessment of small 
molecule leads targeting the above critical region (blue). In the first section (pink), we performed the mentioned analyses to identify the region of RBD that is 
evolutionarily very much significant. Also, we performed Structural analysis to find out important Structure Block (SB) from structural perspective. Then we 
combined these two information by applying Fuzzy Clustering analysis and identified the most important SB in the RBD which can be used as the druggable pocket. 
Then in the second section (Blue region), we validated the residues of the identified important SB as potential drug binding sites, considered drug molecules from 
database, selected top 100 molecules and performed Docking study and Metadynamic Simulation to select potential drug candidate against Covid-19. (For inter-
pretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 
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trimer leading to the dissociation of the S1 subunit with ACE2, and 
stimulating the transition of S2 subunit from a metastable pre-fusion 
state to a more-stable post-fusion state [21,29,30]. Previous report 
suggested that the RBD of S1 subunit, as in other coronaviruses [30,31], 
follows a hinge-like movement that triggers the transition between re-
ceptor inaccessible “down” conformation and receptor accessible “up” 
conformation [21,27,32]. The loop dominant RBD region of the S-pro-
tein has been reported to be the key in the process of receptor binding 
[33]. 

A number of potential FDA-approved drugs of different classes have 
been under trial or used for therapeutic interventions against Covid-19 
[34–37]. Although mutational episodes in proteins is critical for viral 
evolution (appreciated well in the S-Protein of SARS-CoV-2), traditional 
drug development efforts typically ignore the complications associated 
with rapid mutations [34]. However, there are available previous 
studies, which have focused on the evolutionary trends of the S-Protein 
and its similarity with other members of coronavirus family [33,38–40]. 
Recent reports have also predicted the mutability of the S-Protein as well 
as its inter-human transmissibility and immune-escape ability [41,42]. 
In addition, one of the recent structural studies have generated model 
structures of S-protein to predict the mutations of higher stability [43]. 
In other studies, the interactions of RBD region with human ACE2 have 
been investigated to obtain insights into virulence strengths of some of 
the variants [44–46]. There are previous reports of designing peptides as 
well as small molecules to target the RBD region, which would poten-
tially inhibit virus entry [47–50]. In this context the strategy we present 
in our story stands unique as we aimed to identify RBD sub-structure 
which is critical for its evolvability and structural stability. We further 
went on to assess its druggability. Thus, targeting this identified region/ 
RBD-sub-structure could potentially disrupt viral evolvability. 

We devised a strategy to develop small molecule therapeutics, which 
can potentially inhibit the emergence of SARS CoV-2 evolutionary 
escape variants using RBD as a possible model (Fig. 1). This proposed 
strategy involves a two-tier approach (as shown in the Schematic in 
Fig. 2) encompassing evolutionary and structural analysis. The evolu-
tionary analyses described here provides an insight into the evolvability 
scope of the RBD, while the molecular dynamic simulation investigated 
the flexibility of different region in the RBD. Also, the structure network 
analysis presented the residue distribution and their pair-wise interac-
tion pattern by grouping the highly interacting residues together to form 
the clusters/structure blocks (SBs). We then integrated these two ap-
proaches by applying fuzzy logic principles to the structure blocks (SBs) 
with higher quantified evolutionary and structural features. Using this 
strategy, we have identified a structure block (SB10), which presented 
the highest evolutionary and structural impact on spike-RBD. Any 
disruption of this SB would not only impact the RBD structure but would 
also perturb its evolvability. This potentially makes SB10 an interesting 
pocket for drug targeting, which was further validated using a number of 
physical and biochemical parameters. We then screened a library of 
small molecules and ranked them by using a machine-learning model 
with defined molecular descriptors. We further studied the interactions 
between the molecules and SB10 and identified a potential lead as a 
plausible therapeutic lead disrupting viral evolvability. 

Interestingly a validation of the presented strategy comes from the 
recently emerged variants (e.g. Alpha variant, Beta variant, Delta 
variant, and Omicron variant), where majority of the mutations are 
either in or around the identified SB10. We further observe that most of 
these positions are evolutionarily highly interdependent. As a result, we 
argue that any therapeutic lead targeting SB10 would potentially be 
useful against the newly emerged strains. While this evolution and 
structure guided framework to identify critical regions in a protein is 
developed using SARS-CoV-2 as a potential test case example, we 
believe that this strategy can be explored in other disease systems 
involving mutating proteins. 

2. Methods 

For this study, we used the Cryo-EM structure (PDB ID: 6VSB) of 
SARS-CoV-2 spike protein. From there, we extracted the amino acid 
sequence information of the stretch, which constitutes the ACE2 re-
ceptor binding domain (RBD) as our query sequence. We used BlastP and 
selected 1000 non-redundant protein sequences [51]. We further used 
this dataset in Clustal Omega to obtain multiple sequence alignment 
(MSA) [52,53] and performed sequence space analysis. 

2.1. Sequence space analysis 

We analyzed the MSA of homologous proteins to explore two 
evolutionary features; 1) amino acid sequence conservation and 2) co- 
varying/interdependent positions throughout the course of evolution 
[54]. We calculated Shannon's entropy (Eq. (1)) and performed mutual 
information (MI, Eq. (2)) study to predict positional correlations in MSA 
to determine the conserved as well as interdependent positions respec-
tively [54,55]. 

S(i) = −
∑20

ai=1
P(ai)logP(ai) (1) 

In Eq. (1), ‘i’ represented the sequence position, P(ai) designated the 
probability of amino acid ‘a’ to be present at the ‘i'th column of MSA. S(i) 
represented the Shannon's entropy score, its lower values correspond to 
the fully conserved amino acid residues at ith position [55]. Whereas 
increase in Shannon's entropy score indicated the probability of that 
particular position to be less conserved, i.e. more random. Gaps in each 
column were treated as uniformly distributed amino acids [55]. 

MI(i, j) =
∑21

ai=1

∑21

bj=1
P
(
ai, bj

)
log

P
(
ai, bj

)

P(ai)P
(
bj
) (2)  

where P(ai, bj) described the probability of finding amino acids of type 
“a” and “b” at the respective sequence positions i and j simultaneously 
[56]. MI(i,j) indicated the coevolution propensity of position i and j. The 
gaps were treated as the 21st amino acid type. This MI(i,j) value spans in 
the range from 0 to MImax where 0 corresponds to the fully uncorrelated 
residues and the highest value indicate the most interdependent pairs of 
residues. In order to capture higher co-evolutionary signals in RBD, 
which in turn could reliably indicate the sequence space constraints, we 
considered top 30 % of the co-varying pairs, and hence the cut off value 
for MI was selected as 0.75. We used this positional information to 
generate co-evolutionary matrix and represented as a heatmap. 

We then used EVcouplings [57] to perform deep mutational scan to 
assess the quantitative effects of mutations in RBD [58] and generated 
the mutational landscape. Co-evolutionary network was generated using 
the program Gephi by using Thomas Fruchterman & Edward Reingold 
graph layout [59]. It simulates the graph as a system of particles in a 
force directed layout. In the presented layout, the nodes that the 
drawing algorithm assumes as particles are the residue positions and the 
edges refer to the position-position MI values. Edge width is defined by 
the MI values associated with position-position pairs. We constructed 
the Phylogenetic tree using neighbor-joining (NJ), algorithm based on 
the aligned sequence as implemented in the Rate4Site program [60]. 

2.2. Intrinsic disorder analysis 

We evaluated the predisposition for intrinsic disorder for each of the 
residues of the 15 most evolutionary similar Spike RBD sequences by 
PONDR® VSL2 [61]. Access to this disorder predictor is provided by the 
PONDR platform (http://www.pondr.com/). This predictor combines 
two predictors optimized for long (>30 residues) and short (≤30 resi-
dues) disordered regions, respectively, using weights generated by a 
third meta-predictor. All three component predictors are logistic 
regression models built on balanced training sets. Attribute selection 
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and window length optimization were performed independently for the 
three component predictors to maximize prediction accuracy. PONDR® 
VSL2 is one of the most accurate stand-alone disorder predictors, which 
is statistically better for proteins containing both structured and disor-
dered regions. 

2.3. Structure-based analysis 

2.3.1. Model preparation and MD simulations 
We retrieved the S-Protein sequence from the recently solved Cryo- 

EM S-protein structure (6VSB) and selected the structural-stretch with 
residues, which constitute the receptor binding domain (RBD), i.e. from 
residue 319 to residue 591. We manually refined the structure by 
incorporating the missing residues at their positions (according to the 
amino acid sequence information) using an in-built builder tool of 
PyMOL (Version 2.4.1) [62,63]. We performed an in vacuo energy 
minimization with this above refined RBD structure in order to minimize 
unfavorable interactions and steric clashes using previous protocol [64]. 
We used this in vacuo energy-minimized structure for final system 
preparation. 

When the study was carried out, we did not find out any structure of 
the isolated RBD in the literature. Most of the available structures were 
ACE2 receptor bound and in many of them large number of residues 
were missing. Hence we considered the above mentioned Cryo-EM S- 
protein structure. 

We solvated the system with SPC/E water model and neutralized it 
with an appropriate number of counter ions using 4 chlorine ions. We 
equilibrated the system twice under NVT and NPT conditions at 27 ◦C 
and 1 bar pressure for 100 ps each with position restraints. Thereafter, 
we performed the MD simulation at 27 ◦C and 1 bar pressure with 
Gromos54a7 force field using the GROMACS 2019 software package. We 
performed this simulation for up to 1.5 μs and saved the conformations 
at 10 ps interval, yielding 150,000 conformations. Here we used V- 
rescale algorithm [65] and Parrinello and Rahman algorithm [66] to 
maintain constant temp and pressure respectively. We calculated the 
long-range electrostatic interactions by means of particle mesh Ewald 
(PME) method [67] and treated the short-range electrostatic as well as 
van der Waal interactions with a 10 Å of cut-off. In this simulation 
method, we used LINCS algorithm to constrain all bond lengths [68]. We 
deployed the leap-frog algorithm in order to integrate the equations of 
motion in every 2 fs. 

Here we used the tools integrated with GROMACS package to 
analyze the data and PyMOL to visualize the structure. We applied a 2 Å 
cut off in order to cluster the conformations using gmx cluster tool and 
selected the centre conformation of the largest cluster for further 

structure analysis. By deploying the gmx rmsf tool for Cα atoms of each 
residue, we calculated root-mean-square fluctuation (RMSF). 

2.3.2. Structure network analysis 
The structure network illustration of a protein is a depiction of to-

pological analysis of 3D structure irrespective of its secondary structure 
and folding type [69]. The internal motions as well as structural dy-
namics of proteins are directly associated with their function and ac-
tivity; hence we used the normal mode analysis (NMA) for the prediction 
of functional motions in the protein segment [70]. Followed by NMA, we 
performed a correlation analysis to generate cross-correlation matrix. 
Further, by using correlation network analysis, we generated the all- 
residue network using the energy minimized structure of RBD of the 

spike protein. We further split this all residue network into a highly 
correlated coarse grained community cluster network by using Girvan- 
Newman clustering method where the highly interacting residues 
were grouped together in the clusters, each of which we referred in our 
studies as structure blocks (SBs). 

2.3.3. Monte-Carlo simulation 
To understand the dynamics of the RBD, we resorted to Monte Carlo 

simulation technique to simulate the RBD dynamics deploying CABS (C- 
alpha, beta, and side chain) coarse grained protein model [71]. The 
simulation parameters were modified at the number of cycle (Ncycle) and 
number of models skipped keeping the seed for random number 
generator at 3864. The ‘Number of cycles’ (Ncycle) field was set at 100 
resulting in 20 × 100 = 2000 models in the trajectory. The ‘Cycles be-
tween trajectory frames’ (Nskipped) which refers to the number of models 
skipped on saving models was kept at 100. Total numbers of generated 
models were thus 20 × 100 × 100 = 200,000. We used a T = 1.2 which is 
close to the native state temperature. 

We further deployed Tanford-Kirkwood model (TK) in which protein 
molecule is treated by a spherical cavity with dielectric constant ϵp and 
radius b surrounded by an electrolyte solution modeled by the Debye- 
Hückel theory. We resorted to the modification of the model, which 
included solvent static accessibility rectification for each of the residues 
which are ionisable and which takes into account the irregular protein- 
solvent interface. The model is referred as the Tanford-Kirkwood model 
with solvent accessibility and we in our study would refer to it as TKSA. 

2.4. Combination of sequence and structure index 

To integrate evolutionary and structural features of selected signifi-
cant structure blocks (SBs) (1, 6, 9, 10 and 12) of the receptor binding 
domain/RBD, we used two subsets of properties that decipher structural 
characteristics and two subsets decoding the sequence space informa-
tion of the SBs. Here our focus was only on the above-mentioned SBs as 
they have significantly higher number of constituent residues and in-
fluence the internal dynamics of RBD. We used Mean Hydrophobicity 
(Mean HP), and Order Index (extent of structural integrity) to quantify 
structural traits. Similarly, we also calculated conservation index for 
conserved positions and coevolution index for the highly interdependent 
positional patches in the sequence. 

Mean HP =
Ʃ Hydrophobicity value of total hydrophobic residues in a SB

Total number of hydrophobic residues in that SB     

Conservation index=
ƩConservation index of each residue inaparticular cluster

Total number of residues in that cluster  

Coevolution Index =
ƩMI values (〉0.75)

Total number of interdependent residue pairs 

To identify the important SB of the RBD in terms of the above- 
mentioned sequence and structural properties we performed Principal 
component analysis (PCA) followed by Fuzzy clustering analysis. 

PCA is a technique of dimensionality reduction by means of data 
projection, where multidimensional data is reduced to a few orthogonal, 
uncorrelated principal components, while preserving the information 

Order Index =
Ʃ Number of residues in with propensity to form α helix and β sheet in a single SB

Total number of residues in that SB   
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Fig. 3. Sequence space study of the spike RBD reveals critical areas, which are under evolutionary constraints. (A) Shannon's Entropy profile of the RBD sequence 
space. Here the spike height is inversely proportional to the conservation propensity of the residue position. This profile shows that mostly less conserved residues 
(having high spikes) are positioned between 122 and 232 (i.e., residues 440 to 550 in the S-protein). (B) Heat-map showing co-evolution as quantified using MI 
values, in the RBD sequence space. Colour bar in the left shows the gradient of MI values in the co-evolving sites. Bracketed (black) segment, i.e. residue patch from 
121 to 180 (439 to 498 w.r.t. the S-protein) are highly interdependent as they show the highest co-evolution. (C) Mutational landscape as generated from the Deep 
Mutation Scan is shown as a heat-map with colour bar in the left showing the gradient of Statistical Energy. The bottom bars below each of the sub maps depict the 
sequence information for the spike RBD. This profile indicates how much a protein structure can tolerate the effect of mutation at a particular residue position. The 
intensity of the blue colour is inversely proportional to the extent of stability of a particular position w.r.t. an amino acid substitution. (D) Conservation profile of the 
spike RDB as calculated by Bayesian Method. The high conservation score is proportional to the extent of conservation of a particular position. (E) Bar plots depicting 
differences in Statistical Energy (dE) profiles upon substitution mutations with residues derived from variations observed among the most likely closest relatives at 
positions known to be critical in RBD-ACE2 interaction. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of 
this article.) 
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(variance) as much as possible [72]. We applied PCA to reduce the 
sequence-based as well as structural indices separately into principal 
sequence component and principal structure component respectively. 
Then we projected the sequence and structural indices data on to the 
sequence-structure 2-D subspace comprising of the principal 
components. 

To identify structure blocks (SBs) in RBD which are evolutionarily 
constrained and structurally important, we used Fuzzy clustering on the 
reduced 2-D data based on fuzzy logic principle. FCM or fuzzy C-means 
clustering technique was utilized to partition a finite collection of “n” 
elements X = {x1, …xn} into a collection of c fuzzy clusters [73]. With a 
finite set of data, the algorithm returns a list of c cluster centers as C =
{c1……cn) along with a partition matrix. Any point x has a set of co-
efficients, and this indicate the degree of being in the kth cluster wk(x). 
With fuzzy c-means, the mean of all points is the centroid of a cluster and 
is weighted by their degree of belonging to the cluster. Mathematically it 
can be represented as: 

CK =

∑

x
wk (x)mx

∑

x
wk(x)m 

Here, m is the hyper- parameter that decides how fuzzy the cluster 
will be. The higher it is, the fuzzier the cluster will be in the end. 

2.5. Pocket validation 

To validate the potential druggability of the identified pockets using 
specific physical and biochemical properties we used two different 
computational methods. In one method, we considered solvent- 
accessible volume as a distinguishing parameter [74]. In other 
approach, we considered some properties, like polarity score, hydro-
phobic density, number of alpha spheres, density of cavities etc. and also 
Voronoi tessellation [75]. 

2.6. Screening of drug molecules 

In order to identify the suitable FDA-approved drug molecules, we 
resorted to a dataset of drugs from the database ZINC [76] accessed on 
April 2021. From this dataset, we applied the “Fda” filter and selected 
the dataset of 1615 FDA-approved drugs. Then we sorted the selected 
drugs in the decreasing order of their Quantitative Estimation of Drug- 
likeness (QED) values [77]. We also applied a machine learning model 
(see Supplementary Data, Screening of Drug molecule) that had already 
been trained using Delaney Solubility Dataset based on an extra trees 
regressor model (Supplementary Fig. 3) in order to select top 100 drug 
molecules (Supplementary Table 1) according to their aqueous solubil-
ity. We used these 100 molecules for docking study with the predicted 
important SB in the RBD and to identify top 10 drug molecules that 
interact with the SB10 with the highest binding affinity. The details of 
their QED and solubility values have been shown in Supplementary 
Table 2. 

2.7. Molecular docking 

Using the AutoDock Vina 1.5.6 program, we carried out the molec-
ular docking study [78]. Our docking study focused on the SB10 of RBD. 
We resorted the 3D structures of the selected ligand molecules (drugs) 
from Pubchem [79] (in sdf format) and converted them into PDB format 
using OpenBabel program [80]. We then selected the rotatable bonds in 
the ligand molecules and prepared pdbqt files of the drug molecules 
using the AutoDock Tools [81] to construct a library of previously 
selected 100 molecules. Next, we prepared the protein (spike RBD) with 
Autodock Tool 1.5.6 [81], added polar hydrogens, and calculated 
Kollman charges. We then selected the residues of the identified po-
tential SB (SB10) as drug target sides. After the construction of ligand 

library, preparation of receptor molecules and the protein, we virtually 
docked all 100 compounds in the library at a time into the target binding 
site using Perl code in AutoDock Vina 1.5.678 program. We conducted 
the docking with exhaustiveness of 28, number modes of 10 and energy 
range of 4 by considering the spike RBD as rigid, whereas ligands were 
flexible in nature. 

In addition to AutoDock Vina, we also used the MedusaDock server 
[82–84] to perform docking study using SB10 of RBD as the ligand 
binding region in order to verify the consistency. 

2.8. Metadynamic simulation 

In order to establish that the docked configuration indeed corre-
sponds to a stable, minimum energy configuration, we performed meta- 
dynamics simulations, an enhanced sampling technique that is used to 
construct a free energy profile along a collective variable. Using a 
history-dependent biasing potential, the technique ensures efficient 
sampling of all meta-states (ligand bound and unbound configurations). 
In order to ensure that the system is not trapped in local minima, an 
energy Gaussian is deposited corresponding to every state that is visited. 
Therefore, each time the simulation visits a configuration, the deposited 
energy ensures that other states are sampled at simulation timescales. 
The deposited potential at the end of the simulation (when all states 
along the free energy landscape have been sampled), therefore corre-
sponds to the free energy of the states. 

In order to ascertain the relative free energies of the ligand-bound 
and unbound states, we run a metadynamics simulation using the dis-
tance between the center of mass of the ligand and the binding pocket 
(ascertained from the docked configuration) as the collective variable. 
The binding pocket comprises of residue numbers 402–405, 408, 
416–417, 418–421, 452–455, 480–483, 489. The height of the Gaussian 
hills deposited was set to 0.2 kcal/mol while the width of 2 Å was used to 
construct this landscape. Gaussian hills were deposited to the metady-
namics potential every 1000 simulation steps. A 250-ns metadynamics 
trajectory was used to compute the free energy landscape along the 
aforementioned collective variable. The system sampled all states along 
the CV within the simulation timescale and the free energy profiles 
showed convergence. The metadynamics trajectory was simulated in 
NAMD and the CHARMM27 force field was employed. An electrostatic 
cutoff of 12 Å units and a van der Waals cutoff of 10 Å units along with 
periodic boundary conditions was used for pairwise calculations. The 
systems were first energy minimized and scaled heating to 310 K was 
performed. A 20-ns equilibration run was performed (at NPT) before we 
ran the metadynamics simulation for free energy calculations. 

2.9. Drug selection 

We used Discovery Studio Visualizer and PyMOL [62,63] to visualize 
and analyze the interactions. Finally, we selected the drug molecules 
that had the lowest binding free energy (more negative) and had in-
teractions with the key target sites of the spike RBD to analyze their 
conformations. 

3. Results 

Fig. 2 represents the research workflow, which is described in the 
manuscript. We discussed the methodical details of individual compo-
nents of Fig. 2 in the materials and methods section. 

3.1. Sequence space analysis has provided critical information on the 
evolutionarily conserved and co-varying positions/regions, sequence 
variability and mutational tolerance 

For the sequence analysis, we need to refer the RBD residue stretch 
from 319 to 591 as positions 1 to 273, which was required to simplify the 
script. Hence, to avoid confusion, in the result portion of the sequence 
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analyses, we would mention both the changed numbers for RBD (as 
required by the script) and the original residue number for the S-protein. 
As a part of Sequence Space Analyses, we performed Shannon's Entropy 
calculation (Fig. 3A) to identify the sequence patches, which are not 
expected to change or may change slowly during the course of evolution. 
Using this calculation, we found that the evolutionarily highly 
conserved residues (which would have zero Shannon's entropy) are 
scattered throughout the RBD sequence space. As Shannon's entropy 
increased, the extent of conservation decreased; which means that these 
residues would be more interdependent. In a broad sequence patch be-
tween 122 and 232 in RBD (i.e., residues 440 to 550 in the S-protein) the 
entropy profile displayed some spikes (high values). These spikes indi-
cate less conservation (Fig. 3A). 

Although Shannon's Entropy Calculation captures the rate of evolu-
tion, it does not provide any information on the residue-residue pairwise 
interaction in evolutionary timescale, i.e., the coupling propensity of 
amino acid positions. This was achieved by performing the Co-variation 
Analysis (Mutual Information or MI calculation). Mutations in a non- 
conserved position would result in a compensatory substitution at 
another position to preserve overall structure of the protein. This 
compensatory mutation would hence determine the position-position 
interdependencies. We performed the MI analysis by using a large 
dataset of 1000 similar sequences to understand the positional in-
terdependencies. As discussed in detail in the Methods section, these 
1000 similar sequences were obtained from the Multiple Sequence 
Alignment (MSA). A high MI value corresponds to higher positional 
inter-dependency and hence higher co-evolutionary signal from the 
sequence space. The densely dotted area in the MI heat-map (position 
121–180, indicated by the bracket) (Fig. 3B) reflects the sub-region in 
the sequence space of RBD with maximal positional inter-dependent 
residues. We then used Deep Mutational Scan Analyses on the above- 
mentioned positions of 121 to 180 (439 to 498 w.r.t. the entire pro-
tein) to predict possible effects of the substitution mutations on the 
overall stability of this segment. Since viral genomes are prone for 
mutation events, which, in turn, shape their evolutionary fitness, this 
Deep Mutational Scan would provide a map of positional tolerance and 
its potential effect on biophysical fitness on the structure. Mutational 
landscape (Fig. 3C) shows a relatively high position-wide residue 
tolerance, which in our calculation is a function of ΔE (statistical en-
ergy) with particularly higher tolerance at positions 134, 137, 138, 140, 
141, 142, 152, 153, 156, 157, 166, 168, 172, 175, 176 (positions 452, 
455, 456, 458, 459, 460, 470, 471, 474, 475, 484, 486, 490, 493 and 494 
with respect to the entire S-protein), where specific residue-based sub-
stitution is likely to confer higher stability. Intensity of the blue colour in 

individual cell (Fig. 3C) is inversely proportional to the extent of sta-
bility of a particular position w.r.t. an amino acid substitution. 

We then took the position stretch spanning between 121 and 180 
(from position 439 to 498 in case of the S-Protein), which represents 
maximal co-evolution signal, and calculated the conservation score 
(Fig. 3D). Fig. 3D shows that higher the conservation score of a position, 
higher is its conservation propensity and vice versa. It is interesting to 
note that positions spanning from 150 to 164; i.e., 468 to 482 w.r.t. the 
S-Protein (save 150 and 158) do show very low conservation, and, when 
compared to the mutational landscape, these regions also exhibit high 
mutation tolerance. On the other hand, the positions with higher con-
servation (spanning from 143 to 149; i.e., 461 to 467 of the S-protein) 
have relatively more restricted bias towards substitution mutations and 
show lesser tolerance (Fig. 3C). 

We then generated the Statistical Energy profiles of the most 
commonly encountered substitution mutations in the sequence space for 
those residues, which participate in ACE2 receptor recognition. We 
retrieved the residue substitution information from those evolutionary 
branches, which were most likely the closest and were used for gener-
ating the phylogenetic tree (Supplementary Fig. 1A). Statistical Energy 
profile (Fig. 3E) gives a quantitative idea as to which mutations would 
vastly stabilize the protein. Save the lysine substitution at position 137 
(which designates residue 455 in the S-protein) others mostly show 
comparable extent of stability and hence explain why they could occur 
in the other close relatives of RBD yet retaining the same structural 
integrity. 

We then used graph theoretical approach on the co-evolutionary 
signal to generate a weighted matrix to map the highest co-evolving 
residues. Using the Fruchterman-Reingold graph layout (Supplemen-
tary Fig. 1B) we observed that positions 123,125, 126, 127, 137, 148, 
and 165 (441, 443, 444, 445, 455, 466 and 483 respectively w.r.t. S- 
protein) represent the nodes with maximum edges. This indicates that 
these nodes (positions) are highly interdependent and hence significant 
in terms of preserving the structure of the RBD. It is worth noting that 
these positions (except 148; i.e., 466 w.r.t. S-protein) also exhibited 
higher tolerance in the mutational landscape. 

Since RBD contains substantial unstructured segments [85], we then 
analyzed the preservation of the intrinsic disorder predisposition within 
the amino acid sequences of the evolutionarily closest Spike RBDs. The 
phylogenetic tree analysis as described above showed 15 most likely 
closest proteins retrieved from the aligned sequences (Supplementary 
Fig. 1A) and further revealed that Spike RBD of SARS-CoV-2 has high 
degrees of sequence identity with other members of the spike glyco-
protein family of Bat coronavirus origin [24,86,87]. We found that most 
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Fig. 4. Per-residue intrinsic disorder predisposition of the 15 most evolutionary similar Spike RBDs evaluated by PONDR® VSL2 (33). Breaks in the disorder profiles 
correspond to the breaks in sequence alignments. In this analysis, disorder scores between 0.2 and 0.5 indicate flexible regions, whereas regions with the disorder 
scores ≥0.5 are expected to be intrinsically disordered. Position of the 121–180 region corresponding to the area with the highest co-evolutionary signal and thus 
with the maximal positionally interdependent residues is shown by light grey shading. Dark red bars show position of residues, which are most positionally 
interdependent (123, 125, 126, 127, 137, 148, and 165). (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version 
of this article.) 
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Fig. 5. Structural analysis of RBD to identify the region, which plays critical role in ACE2 receptor recognition and associated conformational dynamics. (A) Root 
mean square deviation (RMSD) (in Ǻ) of protein Cα atoms with respect to the initial structure of RBD. It shows that the RBD structure was fairly stable during the 
simulation of 1.5 μs. (B) ACE2 receptor bound RBD structure. Violet spheres represent the ACE2 binding residues. We have labelled the spheres using single letter 
amino acid code. Blue and green colours represent RBD and ACE2 receptor respectively. (C) The RMSF profile (in Ǻ) represents the backbone flexibility of the 
equilibrated structure of RBD. It identifies three highly dynamic regions; 360–375, 457–488 and 550–570. (D) Structure Network plot of spike RBD where the size of 
the clusters/structure blocks (nodes) refers to the number of constituent residues. The width of the edges represents the magnitude of the interaction between the SBs. 
The RBD structure has been found to be comprised of 12 SBs. (E) The equilibrated RBD structure where different SBs has been designated by their corresponding 
colours and labelled alongside. (F) Plot showing the effects of destabilizing mutation (ΔG, kJ/mol) as indicated by the negative y-axis values. (For interpretation of 
the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 
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likely the closest relative of the Spike RBD is the Spike protein (Frag-
ment) n = 1 Tax = Bat coronavirus TaxID = 1,508,220 (UniRef90: 
A0A5H2WUD2). Fig. 4 summarizes the results of the sequence-based 
intrinsic disorder analysis, and shows that the overall shapes of the 
disorder profiles of these domains are characterized by the close simi-
larity. One can clearly observe comparable patterns, where more flexible 
or even intrinsically disordered regions (i.e., regions with the disorder 
scores between 0.2 and 0.5 and above 0.5, respectively) are interspersed 
among more ordered segments. Many of these flexible/disordered re-
gions correspond to the RBD loops. Fig. 4 also demonstrates that the 
largest variability in the per-residue disorder predisposition is observed 
for the C-tail of RBDs and their centrally located, 60-residue-long region 
(residues 121–180). We then compared the intrinsic disorder profiles 
with the mutational landscape as obtained from the deep mutation 
scanning. We found that many of the residues with high mutational 
tolerance were located within the intrinsically disordered or flexible 
regions (highlighted by dark red colour in Fig. 4). 

To summarize, this sequence space analysis provides crucial infor-
mation about the evolutionarily conserved and co-varying positions, 
sequence variability and mutational tolerance. It further identifies spe-
cific positions spanning between 121 and 180 (439 to 498 w.r.t. S-pro-
tein), which are extremely critical in defining the constraints in the 
evolutionary sequence space of RBD. 

3.2. Structure analysis has provided important information on the regions 
of RBD which play critical role in ACE2 receptor recognition and 
associated conformational dynamics 

By means of sequence space analysis, we have identified a sequence 
patch in RBD, which is evolutionarily interdependent. Now we per-
formed an independent assessment using structural analysis to investi-
gate important region in RBD that would influence the internal 
dynamics as well as the receptor recognition. 

Since no experimental structure of unbound RBD in open confor-
mation was available at the time of this study, we used a Cryo-EM 
structure of the S-protein by computationally building the missing res-
idues (for details see Methods). As an initial stage of the structure ana-
lyses, we subjected this structure an all-atom MD simulation for 1.5 μs. 
We found that during the simulation the RBD structure was fairly stable 
(Fig. 5A). Now to obtain the equilibrated structure of RBD, we per-
formed the cluster analysis and selected the centre conformation of the 
largest cluster (Fig. 5B). To investigate the backbone flexibility of RBD, 
we computed root-mean-square fluctuations (RMSF) for the Cα atoms of 
each residue from the simulation trajectory, in which we observed the 
presence of three highly dynamic regions spanning residue 360–375, 
457–488 and 550–570 (Fig. 5C). Interestingly, we also observed that 
residue positions from 457 to 488 are housed into the evolutionary 
highly interdependent region (Fig. 3B). Furthermore, some positions 
from this region showed high tolerance towards residue substitution 

(Fig. 3C). 
In order to unravel the internal arrangement and inter-dependency 

of the residues in terms of their pairwise interaction, we carried out 
structure network analysis [54]. We found that the residues of the RBD 
were split into twelve SBs or clusters (Fig. 5A) (Table 1). Among these, 
five SBs (namely, 1, 6, 9, 10 and 12) contained large numbers of residues 
(Fig. 5D) with dense connections with other SBs. We chose these five SBs 
(1, 6, 9, 10 and 12) for further investigation to understand how the 
residues in these clusters are significant in terms of evolutionary fea-
tures, receptor binding, as well as local and global motions. 

We complemented the MD simulation using a course-grained Monte 
Carlo simulation (MC Simulation) and sampled 2 × 105 conformations. 
RMSF profiles from this MC simulation showed very high fluctuations 
(>6 Å, Fig. 5C) for the stretches 477 to 484 and 441 to 445. Incidentally, 
three residues (477,478 and 484) from this stretch were reported to be 
mutated in the recently emerged omicron variant [16]. This region is 
also highly disordered (Fig. 4), and hence would be important for the 
allostery and conformational flexibility guiding effective receptor 
binding. 

The TKSA-MC (Tanford-Kirkwood model with solvent accessibility 
method) is a tool we used to determine residues with a destabilizing 
contribution to the protein native state. The algorithm calculates protein 
electrostatic energy, taking into account the contribution of each residue 
with charged side chain. The bar plots (Fig. 5F) show charge-charge 
energy contribution of residues, which are ionisable with respect to 
the protein native state stability. The bars (with negative y-axis) refer to 
the residues to be mutated to decrease the protein thermal stability. As 
per Ibarra-Molero model, residues with unfavorable energy values show 
ΔGqq ≥ 0 and are exposed to solvent with SASA ≥50% [88]. We found 
that a small number of potentially destabilizing mutations got picked up 
in the evolutionarily constrained segment of RBD further indicating low 
mutational tolerance of these positions. 

The structure analyses indicate that residues 441 to 488 are impor-
tant having significant influence on the allostery and conformational 
flexibility that lead to the receptor binding. It further identifies five 
highly interacting SBs (1, 6, 9, 10 and 12) which are comprised of large 
number of residues, which in turn can also influence the receptor 
binding. 

3.3. Combined sequence and structure index analysis using fuzzy 
clustering identifies SB10 to be a critical region 

Based on the comprehensive evolutionary and structural analysis of 
RBD we went on to identify a segment in the RBD structure, which is 
evolutionarily constrained and is structurally critical. 

We calculated the evolutionary traits i.e. conservation and coevo-
lution index of the selected SBs that represent the conservation and 
interdependency of the amino acid positions in the sequence respec-
tively. We defined two structure indices viz. Mean HP (hydrophobicity) 
and Order Index (extent of structural integrity) that represent the 
structural features of individual SBs (structure blocks) of the RBD. 

Our fuzzy clustering analysis helped to understand which structure 
blocks have maximal overlap and which one stands out with unique 
evolutionary and structural features. We resorted to fuzzy c-means 
clustering technique as we believed that this approach would essentially 
capture overlap among the blocks and hence their evolutionary and 
structural traits. Fuzzy clustering generalizes partition clustering 
methods like k-means and mediod which in the present study allowed an 
individual SB to be partially classified into more than one clusters [89]. 
Being a soft clustering method, it does not force individual SBs to be 
associated with one specific cluster, hence allowing more information to 
be parsed and interpreted in the context of overlap of evolutionary and 
structural features. 

By combining the sequence and structure information, we essentially 
captured the overlaps between the evolutionary and structural traits of 
the SBs. We also found that SB1 stands out with a distribution pattern 

Table 1 
RBD Structure Block/Cluster Members.  

Structure block/ 
cluster ID 

Residue members 

1 319:322, 330:338, 355:366, 377:399, 411:414, 425:435, 
510:527, 534:540, 544, 548:554, 572:573, 585:591 

2 323:327, 541 
3 328:329, 528:533 
4 339:342 
5 343:349, 400:401, 509 
6 350:354, 415:424, 461:466 
7 367:369 
8 370:376 
9 402:410, 436:450, 495:508 
10 451:460, 467:494 
11 542:543, 545:547 
12 555:571, 574:584  
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having the least overlap, which could be attributed to its difference in 
structural features and propensity towards conservation compared to 
other. In addition, we observed significant overlap of SB9 and SB10 with 
all other SBs in the fuzzy cluster profile. It indicates the importance of 
these two SBs towards the internal dynamics of the RBD. 

3.4. Druggability assessment using computational screening and machine 
learning provides a potential small molecule lead 

As discussed before, we identified SB10 as a potential pocket towards 
developing a small molecule/drug. To assess the druggability of SB10 we 
carried out binding pocket validation study and determined if this 
stretch contains potential drug binding sites. Considering solvent- 
accessible volume, which was calculated by combining three computa-
tional geometrical components (Voronoi diagram, Delaunay triangula-
tion and alpha spheres), we identified Leu452, Asn460, Asp467, Ser469, 
Glu471, Ile472, Tyr473, Gln474 and Leu492 in SB10 as the most 
probable binding sites [74]. We found Arg454, Arg457, Lys458, Ser459 
and Asn460 from SB10 to be important constituents of a highest ranked 
druggable pocket by combining mean polarity of all residues in a 
binding pocket, hydrophobic density, alpha spheres, cavity density as 
well as Voronoi tessellation [75]. Integrating the above-mentioned ap-
proaches, we identified 13 residues of SB10 as the potential druggable 
sites (Fig. 7A). 

Finally, using the screening approaches (elaborated in the Method 
section), we selected top 100 drug molecules for the docking study 
against the predicted important SB (SB10) in the RBD. Our docking 
study aimed at predicting the protein-ligand complex structure by 
exploring the conformational space of the ligand molecules within the 

selected target sites of the protein. From the molecular docking study, 
we identified 10 molecules that interacted with the SB10 and have the 
highest binding affinity. Docking study revealed that R-Indapamide 
molecule interacted with SB10 with the lowest binding free energy 
(− 7.4 kcal/mol) (Fig. 7B-C). On comparing the ligand conformations 
obtained after docking with AutoDock Vina and MedusaDock server, we 
observed nearly similar poses of the ligand while interacting with the 
SB10 of spike RBD (Supplementary Fig. 4). 

In order to establish that the docked configuration indeed corre-
sponds to a stable configuration, we performed metadynamics simula-
tions. As the system revisits the same location along the collective 
variable space, an energy penalty in the form of a biasing potential en-
sures that it samples wider region of the phase space. A 250-ns meta-
dynamics trajectory was used to compute the free energy landscape 
along the aforementioned collective variable. The system sampled all 
states along the CV within the simulation timescale and the free energy 
profiles showed convergence. As evident from the above free energy 
profile, we observed a global free energy minimum for ligand-binding 
site distance of <10 Angstroms (1 nm). These distances correspond to 
the R-Indapamide-bound state of RBD and, therefore, represent a stable 
configuration (Fig. 7D). 

Although we do not have any experimental validation, the present 
study shows that this molecule has the potential to directly interact with 
the RBD at a region, which is evolutionarily and structurally constrained 
(SB10). 

4. Discussion 

The present study integrates an evolutionary and structure-guided 

Fig. 6. Fuzzy clustering analysis integrating evolu-
tionary and structural features of RBD revealed 
Structure Block (SB) 10 as the most important region 
of RBD. (A) Fuzzy clustering plot representing over-
laps of the Structure Blocks depending on the cumu-
lative contribution of structural and evolutionary 
features. SB1 is indicated by blue spheres, SB6 is 
indicated by orange spheres, SB9 is indicated by 
green spheres, SB10 is indicated by red spheres and 
SB12 is indicated by cyan spheres. SB9 and SB10 
show significant overlap with all other SBs. (B) In the 
ACE2 receptor (green region) bound RBD structure, 
the most important SB, SB10 has been highlighted by 
red colour. Rest part of the RBD has been highlighted 
by slate blue colour. (For interpretation of the refer-
ences to colour in this figure legend, the reader is 
referred to the web version of this article.)   
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approach and provide insights into the hidden traits of RBD, which 
otherwise remains unexplored by conventional structure-based studies. 
Sequence space analyses captures the evolutionary trend (of being 
conserved or co-varying) of the amino acid positions in a protein 
sequence [55]. Structure based study, in contrast, is an essential aspect 
to explore the internal orchestration, structural dynamics and func-
tionality of the protein [54]. A combined approach of sequence based 
evolutionary study and structural exploration unveiled the importance 
of the evolutionarily significant regions in RBD and their roles in con-
trolling conformation flexibility. 

Our evolutionary analyses provided an insight into the constraints of 
RBD sequence space and reflected the importance of the stretch span-
ning from 121 to 180 (which is 439 to 498 in the S-protein) in RBD 
evolvability. Deep mutation studies as well as intrinsic disorder analysis 
also revealed the importance of the same region. This evolutionarily 
important region obtained from sequence space analysis was further 
mapped onto the RBD structure in order to understand how evolutionary 
traits influence the structural properties. Our structural analysis 
revealed that evolutionary critical residues, ACE2 receptor binding 
residues and highly fluctuating regions are mainly positioned into two 
regions, SB9 and SB10. 

The combined strategy presented here explored how the local 
structural orchestration and the stability factors, i.e. the structural fea-
tures (discussed in “Comparison between Sequence and Structure Index” in 
the Method Section) have been associated with the evolutionary context 
of RBD. We predict that a structure block (SB) with high HP would 
demonstrate the propensity to become less co-evolving and vice versa. 
Alternatively, this study implies that majority of interacting residues of 
RBD would be present in the SBs with less HP. This correlation of 
structural property with evolutionary trend for the selected SBs un-
covers the significance of structural adaptability in sustaining the 
functional dynamics, along with sequence variations that confer speci-
ficity. Our use of fuzzy clustering technique effectively unveils the 
overlap of SBs based on their cumulative evolutionary and structural 
traits (Fig. 6A). Interestingly, we observed a significant overlap in the 
fuzzy cluster profile between SB9 and SB10 based on their evolutionary 
and structural features. We found from the MI signal in our co-variation 
analysis that some residue stretches in SB9 and majority of the residues 
of the SB10 were highly co-varying (interdependent). Being associated 
with ACE2 interaction and forming the RBD-ACE2 interaction sphere, 
residues constituting SB9 and SB10 would hence be important for the 
interaction and the associated conformational changes. Furthermore, 

Fig. 7. Representation of proposed lead molecule binding sites in RBD and its interaction with the therapeutic lead. (A) Blue spheres indicate the residues (of SB10) 
predicted as binding sites. The tv_red region indicates rest of the residues of SB10. The rest part of the RBD is represented in forestgreen. (B) R-Indapamide bound 
RBD where R-Indapamide is shown by green sticks with a pale orange surface around it. Its interactions with RBD has been represented as sticks (magenta) while rest 
of the protein is represented as slate blue. (C) 2D representation of docked complex which indicates the interacting residues. (D) Evolution of reaction coordinate 
during the metadynamics trajectory. Plot showing unbinding and binding events during the metadynamics simulation. The simulation protocol ensures that the 
system samples both unbound and bound configurations to compute the relative free energies of both configurations. (For interpretation of the references to colour in 
this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 
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the mutation landscape reveals more residues with high tolerance would 
be present inside SB10 (452, 455, 456, 458, 459, 460, 470, 471, 474, 
475, 484, 486, 490, 493 and 494) indicating their implications on 
structure and evolution. 

The present strategy predicts SB10 to be a potential therapeutic 
pocket which if targeted would not only destabilize the RBD structure 
but would also affect the viral evolvability. Alternatively, any alteration 
at these residues-positions would disrupt the structure, and influence the 
evolvability. Our structure-guided findings also established that the 
abovementioned sub-stretch potentially regulates interaction between 
the RBD and its ACE2 binding interface. In order to validate our pre-
diction, i.e. the potential of SB10 as a druggable pocket, we scrutinized 
the RBD structure based on some important biochemical and physical 
properties and observed that >30 % residues of SB10 (13 out of 38) have 
the ability to directly interact with drug molecules. 

Table 2 lists some of the variants of concerns of SARS-CoV-2. Inter-
estingly many mutations associated with different variants of SARS- 
CoV-2, e.g. Beta, Gamma, Delta and the recently emerged Omicron 
variant are positioned in SB10. Mutation associated with the alpha 
variant of SARS-CoV-2 (N501Y) is present at SB9, which is strongly 
connected with SB10 (Table 2). In case of Beta and Gamma variants, two 
of the three substituted residue positions (417 and 501) are associated 
with SBs having strong connection with the predicted important SB10 
(Table 2). Another substituted residue 484 itself is housed in the SB10. 
Interestingly in the Delta variant of SARS-CoV-2, both associated mu-
tations (L452R and T478K) are present in the SB10 (Table 2). More 
importantly, in recently emerged one of the most infectious Omicron 
variant, sixteen mutations (out of 30) have been found to be positioned 
in the RBD. Out of them eight residue positions are highly interdepen-
dent (440, 446, 477, 478, 484, 493, 496, 498) and four residues (S477, 
T478, T484 AND Q493) are housed at the SB10. As a result, targeting 
SB10 could be a potential “anti-evolution” approach to tackle the 
problem of SARS-CoV-2, even in the context of emerging strain. 

Finally, it is important to consider the scopes and caveats of the 
present study. The most important caveat of this comes from its entirely 
computational nature and the complete absence of any experimental 
validation of binding. In addition, we needed to use a fragment of the S 
protein and modeled few residues-a procedure which is not ideal. 
However, it is worth noting that therapeutic approaches to block the 

emergence of evolutionary escape variants presents a promising avenue 
in ways of tackling diseases and re-orienting the drug development and 
treatment protocols. Strategies to constraint evolvability like the present 
one can help to recalibrate the evolutionary arms race in favour of the 
host. RNA viruses are notoriously known for their evolutionary escape 
propensities, which help them evade a wide array of selection pressures 
[90,91]. Futuristic studies inspired by our approach could be potentially 
applied to multiple disease models (COVID 19 and/or beyond) where 
evolution-structure integrated understanding can be of potential benefit 
in better understanding the disease, identifying drug target and drafting 
out more perennial drug development protocols. 

5. Analysis and representation 

Majority of evolutionary and structural analysis were done with 
Python3. Visual renditions were made using Seaborn library of Python. 
For statistical analysis and representations Origin Pro 9.0 and Tableau 
were also used. For Graph theoretical modeling Gephi graphing tool was 
used. Protein models were represented using PyMOL. Structure network 
analysis using Bio3D package was carried out on RStudio. 
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